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2015 was a startling indication that our historic wins toward achieving 
freedom and equality will be on the line again in 2016.

from Indiana’s infamous religious exemption law to 
the repeal of Houston’s Equal Rights Ordinance, the 
breadth and depth of the attacks on our rights felt 
unprecedented. However, we defended ourselves 
against most of those challenges. Of the over 100 
pieces of anti-lGbtq legislation last year, only a few 
became law. we have learned from these experiences, 
and will be better prepared and positioned to continue 
winning equality in 2016. 

this year’s State Equality Index (SEI) paints a 
complicated yet beautiful picture showing the tenacity 
of Equality federation’s state-based membership of 
equality organizations. Equality Oklahoma defeated 18 
anti-lGbtq bills. Equality Illinois passed a ban on anti-
lGbtq conversion therapy. Equality California worked 
to pass a bill that provides resources and information 
to help teachers identify and support lGbtq students 
who are victims of bullying. Equality Hawaii successfully 
worked with the state to update to the rules allowing 
transgender people to change their gender markers on 
identification documents. these wins, which often don’t 
make the national news, are happening regularly, and 
are proof of the continued momentum and relevance of 
our movement. 

Spurred by the outrage over violence and discrimination 
facing people of color and the attacks on women’s 
reproductive rights, many organizations formed stronger 
collaborations addressing intersectional issues. Equality 
new mexico and Equality Ohio both supported local 
leaders from planned parenthood and the black lives 
matter movements. Equality north Carolina continued 
their partnership with the naaCp and others on the 
moral mondays movement, which draws attention to 
a wide range of issues from voting rights to cuts in 
social services. for our movement to succeed, we must 
deepen these types of partnerships, grounding the work 
in our communities. 

we know more attacks are coming. 

already in 2016, discriminatory bills that attempt to 
prevent transgender people from using public restrooms 
are being fought by freedom Oklahoma, pROmO in 
missouri, Equality virginia, and Equality South dakota, 
among others. Equality florida is facing a triple threat 
with a bill that would allow businesses, state-funded 
adoption agencies, and even health care providers  
to discriminate against lGbtq people based on 
religious objections. 

In addition to staving off discriminatory attacks, many 
groups are continuing to build on the historically high 
levels of public support for lGbtq rights. pROmO 
in missouri, Equality Ohio, and Equality pennsylvania 
are among those working to pass comprehensive and 
inclusive nondiscrimination bills, protecting people  
from discrimination based on their sexual orientation 
and gender identity in employment, housing, and public 
accommodations. and we know that at least twelve 
states are working hard to ban anti-lGbtq  
conversion therapies. 

the opportunities in front of us to win freedom and 
equality for lGbtq people and our families are plenty. 
together, I am confident that we will accomplish our 
vision of every person in every community being able to 
reach their full potential, free from discrimination. 

Sincerely, 

 
 
rebecca isaacs 
Executive director 
Equality federation 
Institute

dEaR readersdEaR readers

Since 2014, this comprehensive state-by-state review of laws and 
policies that affect lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) 
Americans has tracked our movement’s incredible progress, but also the 
obstacles we continue to face. 

the results from this year’s index are clear: the battle 
for lGbt equality at the state level is far from over, 
and although lGbt people in some states are seeing 
progress, others are experiencing new setbacks.

until we pass the Equality act and secure explicit non-
discrimination protections for lGbt americans at the 
federal level, our nation’s patchwork of state laws and 
local ordinances will require us to fight for equality on 
many fronts. HRC is working with partners in every state 
in the battle to protect lGbt people in every community 
and move our nation forward. 

the u.S. Supreme Court’s nationwide marriage equality 
ruling last summer has had the greatest impact on this 
year’s State Equality Index. In many states, married 
lGbt couples gained the ability to access joint adoption, 
second-parent adoption, and/or step-parent adoptions 
as a result. Other states, including utah, new york, 
and Illinois, went further and passed laws or enacted 
policies that provided important new non-discrimination 
protections for lGbt people and their families. Several 
other states also strengthened existing hate-crimes 
laws, banned the brutal practice of so-called “conversion 
therapy,” and increased access to transgender-inclusive 
healthcare coverage. we have made progress in so 
many ways.

yet, 2015 was a historic year for our opponents as 
well. we saw several of state legislatures work to 
advance horrendous anti-lGbt legislation. last year, 
our opponents unleashed a tidal wave of more than 100 
bills across 29 states that targeted our community. this 
included legislation that would have allowed individuals 
and businesses to discriminate against lGbt people 
based on their religious beliefs — so called “religious 
freedom restoration acts,” or RfRas, that would 
permit even taxpayer-funded agencies to discriminate 
against lGbt people. In addition, legislators forcefully 
advocated for bills that would allow state officials 
to discriminate against same-sex couples seeking 
marriage licenses. vicious anti-lGbt legislators in 

several states even attempted to take away the rights of 
municipal governments to provide local protections from 
discrimination for their lGbt residents and visitors.

anti-lGbt activists and legislators specifically targeted 
the transgender community with discriminatory and 
disgraceful bills that would prevent trans americans 
from using public facilities, including restrooms that 
correspond with their gender identity. they also 
promoted bills that would make it even more difficult to 
make gender and name marker changes on important 
identification documents, from birth certificates to 
drivers licenses. If passed, additional legislation aimed 
squarely at transgender and gender nonconforming 
youth would prohibit the recognition of their gender 
identity in school sports and activities — cutting them off 
from a vital lifeline.

while we won many of these battles against long odds 
in 2015, unfortunately, vitriolic anti-lGbt legislators 
prevailed in some others. and with more anti-lGbt 
bills already introduced in 2016 — not to mention a 
presidential election looming on the horizon — we have 
more at stake this year than ever before.  

all the gains we’ve made as a nation, and everything we 
are still fighting for, is at risk this year. together with our 
1.5 million members and supporters, pro-equality elected 
officials, and incredible state partners we will continue 
working each day to protect that progress and ensure 
we continue moving equality forward in every corner of 
our great nation. 

Sincerely,

 

chad griFFin 
president 
Human Rights Campaign foundation
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Relationship Recognition
Parenting Laws
Non-Discrimination Laws
Hate Crime Laws
Youth Laws
Health & Safety

summary |  map

summary of State  
DevelopmentS in 2015
Despite the very real threat of  
bad bills across the country, 2015 
saw tremendous momentum  
on good bills.  

On the state legislative front, most positive legislative 
victories didn’t make a big news splash, but brought 
important gains for lGbt people. there were several 
bright spots as states considered innovative bills 
and administrative policies to protect youth, enhance 
transgender healthcare and enact non-discrimination 
protections setting the stage for future advances to 
further lGbt equality. 

for a full review of state legislation that was introduced, 
considered, passed, or killed in 2015, please see  
HRC.ORG/SEI.

summary |  map
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Total

Health & Safety

Youth Related

Hate Crimes

Non-Discrimination Laws

Parenting

Relationship Recognition

Total

Health & Safety

Youth Laws

Hate Crimes

Non-Discrimination Laws

Parenting

Relationship Recognition

5/53
0/7

5/80
0/0

4/28
1/9

15/177

GOOD BADVS

6/45
5/23

25/155
3/19

29/166
12/43

80/451

GOOD BILLS INTRODUCED

GOOD BILLS PASSED

BAD BILLS INTRODUCED 

BAD BILLS PASSED
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Key StatE law and  
pOlICy deveLopments In 2015

parenting
thanks to Obergefell v. Hodges, the Supreme Court of 
the united States case that made nationwide marriage 
equality a reality, lGbt couples gained the ability to 
access joint adoption, second parent adoption, and/or 
stepparent adoptions in a number of additional states 
since 2014 through existing laws that allow for adoption 
by married couples. moreover, both Illinois and florida 
officially updated their adoption codes to be inclusive 
of same-sex couples, in accordance with the Obergefell 
decision. the Illinois law also included a provision 
clarifying adoption access to couples in civil unions.

despite this progress, several states sought to impede 
the ability of same-sex couples to adopt through 
bills that would allow child placement agencies to 
discriminate in foster care or adoption placement based 
on their religious views. Such discrimination became law 
in michigan.

non discrimination 
nearly three million americans gained protection from 
discrimination in private employment and housing based 
on their sexual orientation and gender identity when 
utah expanded its existing civil rights laws to include 
lGbt citizens. Illinois also augmented its existing non-
discrimination laws with explicit protections for lGbt 
youth in foster care. furthermore, new york Governor 
andrew Cuomo took decisive executive action near the 
end of 2015 to ensure that the state’s extant Human 
Rights law is interpreted and applied to fully protect 
transgender individuals.

as some states won vital protections for lGbt 
residents, many others amplified efforts to undermine 
non-discrimination protections through so-called 
religious freedom bills that would enable businesses 
and individuals to discriminate against lGbt people 
based on their religious beliefs. most prominently, 
Indiana Governor mike pence signed the Religious 
freedom Restoration act into law in march of 2015. 
after immediate and unprecedented backlash from 
businesses and fair-minded americans across the 
country, Governor pence signed new legislation just a 
week later limiting the law’s reach—legislation that fell 
far short by failing to explicitly protect lGbt people and 
exempt existing state non-discrimination laws. arkansas 
also enacted a so-called religious freedom law that may 
allow for discrimination against lGbt people on the 
basis of religion.

another way that anti-lGbt lawmakers sought 
to undermine non-discrimination protections was 
through municipal preemption laws that preclude 
local governments from enacting lGbt-inclusive 
non-discrimination ordinances. One such law was 
successfully enacted in arkansas, while similar 
legislation in mississippi, north Carolina, texas, and 
west virginia were defeated.

finally, the past year was marked by an alarming number 
of bills that sought to legalize discrimination specifically 
against transgender people in public spaces. Introduced 
in nine states, these bills primarily sought to prevent 
transgender individuals from accessing facilities in 
public places that accord with their gender identity. 
fortunately, none of these bills became law.

summary |  GOOd and bad b IllS 2015
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heaLth and saFety
Great gains were made in 2015 in the realm of 
transgender-inclusive health care coverage. In march, 
new york eliminated discriminatory exclusions from 
state regulations that prevented transgender citizens 
covered by medicaid from accessing vital, medically 
necessary transition-related care. moreover, the 
governor of new york previously issued an order 
requiring all insurers in the state to cover transition-
related medical care. nevada extended coverage 
for transition-related services to state workers and 
also issued regulations preventing health insurers 
from maintaining transgender health care exclusions.  
finally, Connecticut lawmakers repealed a regulation 
that denied transgender people medically necessary 
transition-related care under medicaid. 

Other notable advancements occurred in state HIv laws 
and Id document modernization. though two states 
proposed bills to make existing HIv criminalization 
laws more egregious—neither of which passed—
Illinois, maryland, and nevada enacted laws to further 
HIv awareness, prevention, and treatment. moreover, 
four  states—maryland, Connecticut, Hawaii, and west 
virginia—passed Id document modernization laws 
allowing transgender people to more easily update  
the gender marker on their driver licenses or  
birth certificates.

summary |  dE vElOpmEntSsummary |  dE vElOpmEntS

hate crime Laws
2015 brought encouraging developments in state hate 
crime laws. two states—California and Illinois—took the 
step of strengthening their existing hate crime laws by 
expressly incorporating gender identity.

youth
Over the past year, states considered youth-related bills 
that fall into four main categories: suicide awareness 
and prevention, anti-bullying policies, conversion therapy 
bans, and sex education policies. 

Eleven states enacted laws that either require schools to 
develop youth suicide awareness and prevention policies 
or mandate suicide awareness and prevention training 
for school personnel and mental health providers. 
these laws are especially important, and their passage 
particularly heartening, given the fact that lGbt youth 
are at a substantially increased risk of suicide.

nine states passed laws that strengthen anti-bullying 
awareness efforts and protections through dedicated 
grant programs, the implementation of anti-bullying 
awareness month, and expanded anti-bullying policies 
that include cyberbullying and improved investigation 
and enforcement procedures. nevada, however, was the 
only state to expand its anti-bullying law to expressly 
include sexual orientation and gender identity. while 
this year saw great progress on anti-bullying laws, 2015 
also brought bills—none of which passed—that sought 
to attach criminal consequences to bullying instead of 
more effective alternative discipline approaches.

additionally, eleven states considered bills related 
to conversion therapy, or dangerous and discredited 
practices that falsely claim to change a person’s sexual 
orientation or gender identity or expression. One of 
these bills, introduced in Oklahoma, sought to protect 
this harmful practice. two states—Illinois and Oregon—
enacted measures that prohibit licensed mental health 
care professionals from practicing conversion therapy 
on minors, and new mexico took a step in the right 
direction by convening a working group to research  
the prevalence and effects of conversion therapy  
on children.

lastly, twelve states considered bills in 2015 related 
to reforms in sex education. the majority of these 
proposals represented positive changes and sought to 
expand access to inclusive sex education. California 
enacted a law that made sexual health education that 
includes HIv prevention education a requirement for 
students in grades seven through twelve. In utah, 
however, Governor Gary Herbert signed into law a bill 
that requires schools to obtain prior written consent 
before providing sex education to students.

2015 brought encouraging developments 
in state hate crime laws. two states—
California and Illinois—took the step of 
strengthening their existing hate crime laws 
by expressly incorporating gender identity.
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There will be a great deal at stake for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgender (LGBT) Americans as lawmakers in forty-six states and the 
District of Columbia convene in 2016. This year is certain to bring more 
of what defined 2015’s state legislative sessions. 

this includes continued campaigns to enact vital non-
discrimination protections for lGbt people as well as 
intensified efforts to protect lGbt youth from bullying 
and conversion therapy. at the same time, a flurry of 
anti-lGbt bills are anticipated in more than two dozen 
states. and since many states allow bills that were 
neither defeated nor enacted in 2015 to carry over into 
2016, many of the same discriminatory bills from this 
year are likely to be considered next year.

pro-equaLity eFForts
Efforts to secure fundamental protections for lGbt 
americans in employment, housing, and public 
accommodations will continue full force in state 
legislatures across the nation. Campaigns to expand 
existing state non-discrimination laws to include sexual 
orientation and gender identity will progress in more 
than a dozen states, including arizona, florida, Idaho, 
Indiana, michigan, nebraska, Ohio, and pennsylvania. 

In massachusetts, lawmakers will continue trying to 
pass a bill that adds gender identity protections in public 
accommodations to the state’s otherwise inclusive non-
discrimination laws. a similar proposal in new york is 
not expected to advance in the 2016 legislative session, 
given Governor andrew Cuomo’s executive action late 
last year extending the interpretation and application of 
the state’s Human Rights law to include transgender 
people. additionally, advocates in Georgia and a handful 
of other states are working to pass more limited 
protections in areas such as public-sector employment.

finally, in states that have pro-equality legislative 
majorities and non-discrimination protections for lGbt 
citizens, there will be an increased focus on bills that 
strengthen bullying protections in schools, protect youth 
from the harmful and discredited practice of conversion 
therapy, simplify the process of name and gender 
marker changes on identity documents, and require 
lGbt cultural competency training for medical and 
social service providers.

While election-year politics will present 
unique challenges, the unwavering passion 
and determination of state advocates 
across the country will undoubtedly bring 
new successes.

summary |  OutlOOk fOR 2016

anti-equaLity eFForts
while advocates are working tirelessly to bring lGbt 
americans closer to full equality, anti-lGbt lawmakers 
are poised to introduce harmful and discriminatory bills 
in over two dozen states. many of these bills will seek 
to erode the tremendous progress achieved over the 
past year. In light of the Supreme Court of the united 
States decision in Obergefell v. Hodges, which brought 
about nationwide marriage equality, bills that would 
allow state officials to discriminate against same-sex 
couples seeking marriage licenses are likely to emerge. 
additionally, legislation that permits businesses to 
discriminate against same-sex couples in wedding-
related services will also be proposed.

as in 2015, anti-lGbt lawmakers in at least half of the 
states will likely consider bills that allow individuals and 
businesses to discriminate against lGbt people based 
on their religious beliefs. and with the success of some 
cities in passing lGbt-inclusive local protections this 
year, anti-lGbt legislators in several states, including 
mississippi, north Carolina, west virginia, Indiana, 
and michigan, will seek to take away the ability of 
local governments to protect lGbt residents through 
municipal preemption bills. 

lastly, considering last year’s trend and the increasing 
visibility of the transgender community, opponents of 
equality will continue to target this particularly vulnerable 
segment of the lGbt community. anti-lGbt legislators 
are likely to propose bills that prevent transgender 
people from using public facilities that accord with their 
gender identity as well as bills that make gender and 
name marker changes on identification documents 
more onerous. we may also see additional legislation 
that would harm transgender youth by prohibiting the 
recognition of their gender identity in school sports and 
activities.

concLusion
though many challenges await the lGbt community 
in the upcoming year, the success of advocates in 
defeating the overwhelming majority of anti-lGbt bills 
in 2015 presents a hopeful outlook for 2016. and while 
election-year politics will present unique challenges, 
the unwavering passion and determination of state 
advocates across the country will undoubtedly bring 
new successes. we look forward to continuing our 
partnership with state advocates as we continue the 
march toward full equality for lGbt americans.

summary |  OutlOOk fOR 2016

outLooK fOR 2016
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nOn-dISCRImInatIOn In 
housing

states that prohibit housing 
discrimination based on seXuaL 
orientation and gender identity

California
Colorado
Connecticut
delaware
district of 
Columbia
Hawaii
Illinois

Iowa
maine
maryland
massachusetts
minnesota
nevada
new Jersey
new mexico

new york
Oregon
Rhode Island
utah
vermont
washington

 

states that prohibit housing 
discrimination based on seXuaL 
orientation onLy

new Hampshire wisconsin

 

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015
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nOn-dISCRImInatIOn In 
empLoyment

states that prohibit empLoyment 
discrimination based on seXuaL 
orientation and gender identity

California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
delaware 
district of 
Columbia 
Hawaii
Illinois

Iowa
maine
maryland
massachusetts
minnesota 
nevada
new Jersey 
new mexico 

new york 
Oregon
Rhode Island
utah
vermont
washington
 

states that prohibit empLoyment 
discrimination based on seXuaL 
orientation onLy 

new 
Hampshire

wisconsin
 

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015
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nOn-dISCRImInatIOn In 
education

states that prohibit non-
discrimination in education on the 
basis oF seXuaL orientation and 
gender identity

California
Colorado
Connecticut
district of 
Columbia
Illinois

Iowa
maine
massachusetts
minnesota
nevada
new Jersey

new york
Oregon
vermont
washington

states that prohibit non-
discrimination in education on the 
basis oF seXuaL orientation onLy 

wisconsin

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015
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nOn-dISCRImInatIOn In 
pubLic accommodations

states that prohibit pubLic 
accommodations discrimination  
based on seXuaL orientation and 
gender identity

California
Colorado
Connecticut
delaware
district of 
Columbia
Hawaii

Illinois
Iowa
maine
maryland
minnesota
nevada
new Jersey

new mexico
new york
Oregon
Rhode Island
vermont
washington

 

states that prohibit pubLic 
accommodations discrimination  
based on seXuaL orientation onLy

massachusetts
new 
Hampshire
wisconsin

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015
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second parent adOptIOn*

states where second-parent adoption 
is an option For same-seX coupLes 
statewide

California
Colorado
Connecticut
delaware 
district of 
Columbia

Illinois
Indiana
maine
massachusetts
montana
new Jersey

new york
Oregon
pennsylvania
texas
vermont

* please see individual state score cards for more information on adoption 
including non-discrimination provisions and stepparent adoptions.

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015
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anti-buLLying lawS

states with anti-buLLying Laws that 
provide speciFic protection based 
on seXuaL orientation and gender 
identity

arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
delaware
district of 
Columbia
Illinois

Iowa
maine
maryland
massachusetts
minnesota
nevada
new Hampshire
new Jersey

new york
north Carolina
Oregon
Rhode Island
vermont
washington

states with anti-buLLying Laws that 
prevent schooL districts From 
speciFicaLLy protecting Lgbt students

missouri South dakota

states with Laws that restrict the 
incLusion oF Lgbt topics in schooLs 

alabama
arizona
louisiana

mississippi
Oklahoma
South Carolina

texas
utah

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015
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states with Laws and poLicies that 
FaciLitate gender marKer change on 
driver’s Licenses

alaska
arizona
arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
delaware
district of 
Columbia
florida
Hawaii

Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
kansas
maine
maryland
massachusetts
minnesota
nevada
new Jersey
new mexico

new york
Ohio
Oregon
pennsylvania
Rhode Island
utah
vermont
virginia
washington
west virginia
wisconsin

states with Laws and poLicies that 
FaciLitate gender marKer change on 
birth certiFicates

alaska
arizona
California
Connecticut
district of 
Columbia

Hawaii
Iowa
kansas
maryland
minnesota
mississippi

new york
Oregon
vermont
washington
wisconsin

states with Laws and poLicies that 
prevent transgender peopLe From 
receiving appropriate identiFication

Idaho Ohio tennessee

summary |  IS SuE mapS

gender maRkER CHanGE On 
identiFication dOCumEntS

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015

tRanSGEndER heaLthcare

states with bans on insurance 
eXcLusions For transgender heaLth 
care

California
Colorado
Connecticut
district of 
Columbia

Illinois
massachusetts
nevada
new york
nevada

Oregon
vermont
washington

states with transgender-incLusive 
heaLth beneFits For state empLoyees

California
Connecticut
district of 
Columbia

maryland
massachusetts
Oregon
washington 

states with transgender coverage 
eXcLusions in medicaid

alaska
arizona
Georgia
Hawaii
Iowa
maine
maryland
michigan

minnesota
missouri
nebraska
nevada
new 
Hampshire

pennsylvania
tennessee
west virginia
wisconsin
wyoming

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015

summary |  IS SuE mapS
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states that have a Law that addresses 
hate or bias crimes based on seXuaL 
orientation and gender identity

California
Colorado
Connecticut
delaware
district of 
Columbia
Hawaii

Illinois
maryland
massachusetts
minnesota
missouri
nevada
new Jersey

new mexico
Oregon
vermont
washington

states that have a Law that addresses 
hate or bias crimes based on seXuaL 
orientation onLy

arizona
florida
Iowa
kansas
kentucky
louisiana

maine
nebraska
new 
Hampshire
new york
Rhode Island

tennessee
texas
wisconsin

summary |  IS SuE mapS

hate CRImES lawS

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015

hiv/aids CRImInalIzatIOn

states with Laws that criminaLize 
behaviors that carry a Low or 
negLigibLe risK oF hiv transmission

arkansas
Colorado
florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
louisiana

maryland
michigan
minnesota
mississippi
missouri
nebraska
new Jersey
north Carolina
north dakota

Ohio
Oklahoma
pennsylvania
South Carolina
South dakota
tennessee
utah
virginia

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015

summary |  IS SuE mapS
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data COllECtIOnantI-conversion therapy

states that coLLect data on the 
behavioraL risK Factor surveiLLance 
system (brFss) on the basis oF seXuaL 
orientation and gender identity

Colorado
Connecticut
delaware
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

Iowa
kansas 
maryland, 
massachusetts
minnesota
missouri
nevada
new york

Ohio
pennsylvania
texas
virginia
west virginia
wisconsin

states that coLLect data on both 
the brFss and yrbss For seXuaL 
orientation onLy

Colorado
Connecticut
delaware
Hawaii
Illinois

Indiana
maryland
massachusetts
nevada

new york
pennsylvania
texas
west virginia

states that coLLect data on the 
youth risK behavior surveiLLance 
system (yrbss) on the basis oF seXuaL 
orientation onLy

arizona
arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
delaware 
district of 
Columbia
florida
Hawaii
Illinois

Indiana
kentucky
maine
maryland
massachusetts
nevada
new york
new mexico
north Carolina
north dakota
Oklahoma

pennsylvania
Rhode Island
vermont 
west virginia
wyoming

states with Laws that protect From 
conversion therapy

California
district of 
Columbia 

Illinois
new Jersey
Oregon

valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015 valId aS Of dECEmbER 31 ,  2015

summary |  IS SuE mapS summary |  IS SuE mapS
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state highLight

Almost four years ago, Truvada – a potent two-in-one antiretroviral 
drug used for HIV treatment – was approved by the FDA as PrEP (pre-
exposure prophylaxis) for sexually active adults at heightened HIV 
vulnerability. When taken daily by HIV-negative people, and coupled with 
ongoing HIV and STI screening, medical monitoring, sexual health and 
adherence counseling, PrEP is incredibly effective at preventing HIV. 

post-fda approval, clinical study results and data 
from implementation projects continue to show 
high rates of protection, up to 99%. national lGbt 
and HIv advocacy organizations like HRC, aIdS 
united, naStad, and others have also advocated 
for prEp as a critical public health measure 
against HIv. 

despite the momentum fueled by science and 
policy, prEp uptake across the country needs 
help– particularly among vulnerable populations 
including young gay black men and transgender 
women of color. while a complex array of 
intertwined sociocultural, structural, and behavioral 
barriers are impeding prEp awareness and access, 
cost is also at play. the high cost of both truvada 
and health care services are often insurmountable 
hurdles for those who could most benefit from 
prEp. while these costs are typically covered by 
health insurance or medicaid, high deductibles 
and out-of-pocket expenses can constrict an 
individual’s ability to actually use their coverage. 

Illinois was poised to directly address cost with 
the launch of a demonstration project called 
prEp 4 Illinois at the start of 2015. Inspired by a 
similar program in washington State, the Illinois 
department of public health wanted to help prEp 
consumers pay for the cost of truvada. 

the program would have seamlessly applied 
individual’s insurance to the cost of truvada, and 
then tapped the co-pay program managed by 
Gilead, the drug maker. Once insurance and the 
Gilead program were tapped, the state would fill 
in the rest. uninsured individuals would have been 
directed to the Gilead medication assistance 
program which provides truvada at no cost to 

people without insurance who make at or below 
500% of federal poverty level. approximately 200 
individuals were expected to utilize this program, 
initially funded at $1 million, in the first year. 

unfortunately, upon taking office in 2015, our 
newly elected Governor halted all new programs, 
and canceled all associated programmatic funds. 
the Governor has shown interest in the program 
due to the cost effectiveness of keeping people 
HIv-negative – yet it remains in limbo. 

meanwhile, we have not let Gilead off the hook on 
the cost issue. while the company provides two 
assistance programs, these programs could be 
more generous and less bureaucratic. 

How committed are we to making HIv infections rare? 

prEp as a public health prevention strategy will  
fail if we don’t get it to those most in need. It isn’t 
the only strategy we have, but it’s a critical one  
and we have to make it work.  anything else  
is unacceptable. 

Jim picKett
director of prevention advocacy and Gay men’s 
Health, aIdS foundation of Chicago

In the SEI scorecards, we have grouped states into several broad 
categories to provide a general idea about the types of advocacy which 
occur in different states as well as the types of statewide laws and 
policies affecting LGBT equality in such states. The categories are:

high priority to 
achieve basic equaLity
In these states, advocates focus on raising support 
for basic equality for lGbt people, such as non-
discrimination laws. work towards equality may focus 
on passing municipal protections for lGbt people or 
opposing negative legislation which would undermine 
lGbt equality.

soLidiFying equaLity
these states generally have several basic measures 
of equality including non-discrimination protections. 
advocates work to ensure the broad implementation of 
these laws while advancing laws concerning parenting, 
youth, health, and safety to achieve full equality for the 
lGbt community. 

buiLding equaLity
In these states, advocates work to build upon initial 
advances toward lGbt equality, such as the passage 
of a safe schools law and basic non-discrimination 
protections. work in these states varies widely but 
may focus on opposing negative legislation, passing 
comprehensive non-discrimination, or creating 
recognition of lGbt families.

 

worKing toward 
innovative equaLity
these states have a broad range of protections 
to ensure equality for lGbt people, including 
comprehensive non-discrimination laws, safe schools 
laws, and advances in transgender healthcare. 
advocates focus on implementation of laws and work 
towards innovative legislation that addresses the needs 
of vulnerable lGbt communities.

StatE categories  
fOR SEI SCORECaRdS

iLLinois 
scorecard |  CRItERIa
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All loving and committed couples deserve equal respect and legal 
recognition. Support for marriage equality for same-sex couples has 
grown rapidly, and after the Obergefell ruling by the U.S. Supreme 
Court, every state is obligated to recognize the marriages of same-sex 
partners. 

while the state scorecards previously looked at 
the status of relationship recognition in each state, 
because marriage equality is now universal, this 
category has been removed from the state scorecards. 
In 2015, several states introduced bills that would 

limit recognition of same-sex marriages or allow state 
officials to refuse to provide licenses for same-sex 
couples. fortunately, no state passed one of these bills, 
and therefore this category of laws will not be reflected 
on the state scorecards.

Every child deserves a loving home and every family should be able to 
recognize familial relationships free from discrimination on the basis of 
sexual orientation or gender identity. 

this category evaluates state laws, policies, or court 
cases that allow for the creation and recognition of 
family units and which affect the ability of lGbt families 
to adopt and provide legal recognition for their families.

Some states prevent lGbt individuals or same-sex 
couples from serving as adoptive or foster parents, and 
many public child welfare agencies still discriminate 
against qualified, licensed lGbt foster and adoptive 
families. when lGbt families are denied the ability to 
foster and adopt children, children are denied the right 
to safe, happy, and healthy permanent homes.  

note that not all states allow for each of the family 
creation legal mechanisms detailed in this category. It is 
also important to note that family law can differ widely 
between jurisdictions, and items in the category may not 
reflect variances in family law issues between different 
counties in a state.  unless there is a specific prohibition 
on joint or second parent adoptions in a state, it is likely 
that at least some same-sex couples are able to adopt 
via these mechanisms through individual judges. 

positive Laws  
& poLicies
Joint adoption
this item indicates states which allow same-sex couples 
to adopt children jointly (that is, at the same time). Every 
state has laws allowing for joint adoption by married 
couples, and because all states now recognize same-
sex marriage joint adoption should be available in every 
state. However, some states have laws specifically 
precluding same-sex couples from jointly adopting, and 
so they will not be indicated by this category. 

second parent adoption
this item indicates state laws or court decisions which 
allow a second parent of the same sex to petition to 
adopt their partner’s children, regardless of whether they 
are in a legally recognized relationship.

parenting lawS & pOlICIES

scorecard |  CRItERIa

reLationship 
RECOGnItIOn

scorecard |  CRItERIa

parenting 
lawS & pOlICIES

stepparent adoption
this item indicates states which allow a second parent 
of a married same-sex couple to petition for stepparent 
adoption of their partner’s children. this is allowed in 
most states because same-sex marriages are now 
recognized in each state, however there are a few states 
which do not allow for stepparent adoptions generally or 
they exclude same-sex couples.  

surrogacy Laws
this item indicates state laws which explicitly allow 
for gestational surrogacy, but which do not exclude 
lGbt people or privilege married partners. Gestational 
surrogacy is a surrogacy arrangement where the 
surrogate has no genetic relation to the child. 

Foster care non-discrimination
this item indicates state laws or administrative policies 
that prohibit discrimination against lGbt people in the 
placement of foster youth. 

Foster parent training required
this item indicates state laws or agency regulations that 
require prospective foster parents to receive training 
regarding lGbt youth in areas like cultural competency 
and legal requirements. 

parentaL presumption For same-seX 
coupLes
this item indicates that the state, through statewide 
court rulings, statute, or agency guidance, presumes 
that a parental relationship exists for both parents in a 
same-sex marriage with regard to any children born of 
that marriage. 

consent to inseminate
this item indicates states laws that specifically allow 
unmarried same-sex couples to create parentage 
for both parents for an intended child by formally 
consenting to insemination of one of the parents. 

de Facto parent recognition
this item indicates a limited recognition of de facto 
parents as a basis for visitation or custody, generally 
through court cases. de facto parents are individuals 
who serve in the role of a parent but who have no legally 
recognized tie to the child. 

negative Laws  
& poLicies
reFusaL to recognize same-seX 
marriage For parentage
this item indicates state laws, agency rules, or  
statewide court rulings that do not recognize the legal 
parentage of both parents in a same-sex marriage to 
any children born to that couple. this may indicate, for 
example, a state which refuses to include the names  
of both parents in a same-sex marriage on a child’s  
birth certificate.  

prohibition oF surrogacy
this item indicates state laws that explicitly prohibit 
gestational surrogacy contracts. Gestational surrogacy 
is a surrogacy arrangement where the surrogate has no 
genetic relation to the child.

Laws permitting discrimination in 
Foster/adoption pLacement
this item indicates state laws that allow for discrimination 
in the placement of foster youth with lGbt families or 
adoption by lGbt families. this is generally done either 
by specifically allowing for discrimination against lGbt 
families or by privileging married couples for adoption or 
foster placement. Other states will introduce a “conscious” 
exception for foster or adoption placement agencies, 
allowing them to discriminate on the basis of their religion 
against lGbt families. 
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state highLight

non-discrimination  
lawS & pOlICIES

teXas

During Texas’s 84th Legislature, with more than 20 anti-LGBT bills, 
Equality Texas mounted a defensive strategy introducing an aggressive 
advocacy campaign with a nimble communications team.

Countless bills were introduced to allow 
discrimination against lGbt people based on 
religion, stop marriage equality from commencing 
in the state, undo existing non-discrimination 
protections, and many targeted the transgender 
community. while some bills did not advance out 
of committee, many others required an all-out 
fight. the biggest fights we waged and won killed 
the horrendous anti-marriage, “defy the Supreme 
Court” bill and the bill that allowed child welfare 
providers to discriminate based on religion. 

It became clear that the texas legislature would 
again attempt to pass a constitutional amendment 
to the state’s Religious freedom Restoration act 
(RfRa). based on the arizona case study, and 
emerging data that non-lGbt millennials are 
beginning to use lGbt discrimination as a litmus 
test when deciding where to live and work, we 
recognized this as a major economic threat to the 
state and its employers. 

we supported the launch of a new, business-
led state coalition called texas Competes. this 
effort was not focused on specific legislation, 
but instead took the measure of the texas 
brand on lGbt issues, connecting that negative 
visibility with data-driven economic risks in talent, 
corporate relocation, travel and tourism, and 
entrepreneurship. a group of business leaders and 
entrepreneurs drafted a pledge calling for texas to 
be lGbt-inclusive as an economic imperative. 

the texas association of business was one of 
the earliest prominent signers of the pledge, 
and their support opened doors across the 
state to businesses that felt the economic risk 
but did not have a suitable venue with which to 
speak to that risk. by the time texas Competes 
publicly launched in april 2015, fifteen fortune 
500 businesses and more than 70 additional 

businesses, chambers of commerce, and industry 
associations, plus the Houston 2017 Super bowl 
host committee, had signed the pledge. texas 
businesses proactively took a leadership role on 
equality this year, changing the game forever. 
the coalition fundamentally changed the political 
calculus on the risks and rewards of supporting 
anti-lGbt legislation in the lone Star State. 
today, texas Competes has more than 400 pledge 
signers, and the momentum continues to grow. 

Equality texas also led the charge with pro-lGbt 
bills introduced this session - including birth 
certificate modernization, protecting youth from 
conversion therapy, standardizing the process 
for gender marker change on Id documents, and 
nondiscrimination protections in public schools, 
employment, housing, and public accommodations. 

Equality texas has never had a more diverse and 
savvy group of local and state partners, including 
the texas association of business, texas freedom 
network, and the aClu of texas. the leadership 
of these groups, along with the investments in 
texas by national organizations like freedom to 
marry and the Human Rights Campaign, were 
paramount to our legislative success and changing 
hearts and minds.

looking forward, we still have a long way to go 
toward full equality for our community in texas. 
However, we have laid the groundwork to move 
forward on protecting lGbt texans and their 
loved ones from discrimination in the state they 
call home. 

chucK smith 
Executive director,  
Equality texas

It should not be legal to deny someone the ability to work, rent a home, 
receive an education, or be served in a place of public accommodation 
because of their sexual orientation or gender identity.  

this category evaluates whether discrimination on 
the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity is 
explicitly prohibited through statewide laws or policies 
in a host of areas, including employment, housing, 
education, and public accommodations. 

Recognizing that lGbt people should be free of 
discrimination in all areas of life, this publication takes 
a comprehensive view of non-discrimination laws & 
policies, looking at areas where not every state provides 
protections. therefore, in some states, the protections 
outlined in a specific area do not exist for any 
characteristic including race, sex, or disability. 

for each item in this category, it is noted whether the 
law or policy provides non-discrimination protection on 
the basis of sexual orientation, gender identity, or both.

positive Laws  
& poLicies
empLoyment
this item indicates state laws that prohibit discrimination 
in private employment on the basis of sexual orientation 
or gender identity, among other categories. 

housing
this item indicates state laws that prohibit discrimination 
in rental or purchase of housing on the basis of sexual 
orientation or gender identity. 

pubLic accomodations
this item indicates state laws that prohibit discrimination 
in public accommodations on the basis of sexual 
orientation of gender identity. 

public accommodations are generally defined as 
entities, both public and private, that are used by the 
public. Examples may include retail stores, rental 
establishments, and service establishments, as well as 
educational institutions or recreation facilities. the types 
of entities that fall into this category vary widely and are 
based on state law. 

education
this item indicates state laws that prohibit discrimination 
against students in public education on the basis of 
sexual orientation or gender identity. 

adoption
this item indicates state laws or administrative policies 
that protect youth involved in the adoption system from 
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or 
gender identity. 

Foster care
this item indicates state laws or administrative policies 
that protect youth involved in the foster care system 
from discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or 
gender identity. 
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non-discrimination  
lawS & pOlICIES

insurance
this item indicates state laws or administrative policies 
that prohibit discrimination in at least some forms of 
insurance on the basis of sexual orientation or  
gender identity. 

credit
this item indicates state laws or administrative policies 
that prohibit discrimination in the granting of credit, 
establishment of loans, or other elements of banking on 
the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity. 

Jury seLection
this item indicates state laws, administrative policies,  
or court decisions which prohibit discrimination in  
jury selection on the basis of sexual orientation or 
gender identity. 

non-discrimination poLicy For state 
empLoyees
this item indicates state laws or administrative policies 
that prohibit discrimination against state employees on 
the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity.

negative Laws  
& poLicies
state reLigious Freedom restoration 
acts
this item indicates state laws which purport to 
preserve “religious freedom” but which may in fact 
undermine state non-discrimination protections. 
there laws generally fall in two categories, so-called 
“religious freedom restoration acts” and also laws 
which specifically allow marriage-service providers to  
discriminate on the basis of their religion. State laws that 
explicitly make clear that civil rights protections are not 
subject to religious refusal will not fall in this category. 

restrictions on municipaL protections
this item indicates state laws which prevent 
municipalities in a state from passing non-discrimination 
ordinances that protect categories broader than those 
protected by state law, generally leaving out sexual 
orientation and gender identity. 

this is different from “dillon’s Rule” states, which also 
limit municipal power but do so without a discriminatory 
intent. 

reLigious eXemptions For 
proFessionaL training/practice
this item indicates state laws that specifically 
prevent public institutions of higher education or 
state professional licensing boards from disciplining 
students or professionals for failing to meet professional 
standards of conduct (generally relating to non-
discrimination) on the basis of their personal religious 
beliefs. 

hate crimes 
lawS

No one should face violence due to their sexual orientation or  
gender identity. 

this category evaluates state hate crimes laws to assess 
whether they provide protection on the basis of sexual 
orientation or gender identity and also whether these 
laws require the state to report hate crime incidents to 
the federal government. 

although the federal hate crimes law does provide 
protection on the basis of sexual orientation and gender 
identity, this only pertains to  violent offenses with a 
federal nexus, and it does not require states to report 
hate crime incidents on the basis of sexual orientation  
or gender identity. therefore, it is important that  
states pass hate crimes legislation to supplement the 
federal protections. 

positive Laws  
& poLicies
Lgbt incLusion
this item indicates state laws that specifically  
include sexual orientation or gender identity in hate 
crimes protections. 

required reporting
this item indicates state laws which require the 
collection of data regarding incidents of hate crimes 
based on sexual orientation or gender identity and 
reporting that data to the federal government. 

scorecard |  CRItERIa
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Nevada made some significant strides towards Transgender equality in 
2015, while simultaneously defending against oppressive legislation. 

utilizing HRC’s municipal Equality Index (mEI), 
with the advocacy of the transgender allies 
Group (taG), the City of Reno became the first 
municipality in the state to specifically offer 
health insurance coverage of transition-related 
healthcare for city employees. we were able to 
expand these benefits statewide through nevada’s 
public Employee benefit program, covering all four 
of plans available to state employees. this victory 
was only possible due many members of the 
board being familiar with the needs of healthcare 
coverage for transgender employees through 
outreach, advocacy, and resources such as HRC’s 
equality indices.

In June, after three years of our advocacy, the 
State’s Insurance Commissioner published an 
insurance bulletin prohibiting the denial, exclusion, 
or limitation of medically necessary healthcare 
Services on the basis of gender identity or 
expression in all health insurance policies sold 
in nevada. Healthcare coverage for transgender 
people has seen a watershed year!

nevada’s legislature meets for only 120 days, 
every other year, and 2015 marked the 78th 
legislative session. an lbGtq inclusive anti-
bullying bill, sponsored by Governor Sandoval, 
enjoyed bi-partisan support and was passed and 
signed into law. 

a bill to protect youth from conversion therapy 
died in the assembly after it was blocked by 
conservative committee chairmen. and we also 
saw a particularly nasty “bathroom Surveillance 
bill” drafted by known opposition groups from 
outside of the State approved in committee along 
party lines.

the bill required public school students to use 
restrooms and locker rooms that correspond to 
their “biological sex...as determined at birth based 
on physical differences or, if necessary, at the 
chromosomal level,” clearly targeting transgender 
students. after an intensive advocacy effort from 
HRC, taG, aClu-nv, progressive leadership 
alliance of nevada, and other groups, just enough 
conservative assembly members crossed party lines 
to narrowly defeat the bill on the assembly floor.

the coming year will bring additional opportunities 
for the advancement of equality, though there are 
already obstacles which will need to be overcome, 
particularly around misunderstandings concerning 
school bathrooms.  working together, we can 
address these challenges and achieve full equality 
for transgender people and the entire lGbt 
community in nevada.

brooKe mayLath
president, transgender allies Group

scorecard |  CRItERIa

All youth should be able to participate in schools and communities that 
are safe and welcoming, regardless of their sexual orientation or gender 
identity. 

this category evaluates a range of measures concerning 
the safety and well-being of lGbt youth, including safe 
schools laws, laws to protect youth from dangerous and 
discredited conversion therapy, and laws to address 
youth homelessness. Recognizing that schools play an 
especially important role in the growth and development 
of young people, we looked at a number of measures 
relating to bullying prevention and school safety. 

Several items in this category, particularly with regard 
to protecting youth from conversion therapy and 
addressing youth homelessness, are rapidly evolving 
areas of the law. while currently only a few states 
provide these protections, additional states will likely 
address these policy issues in future years. 

positive Laws  
& poLicies
anti-buLLying Laws
these items indicate state laws that protect youth 
from bullying and harassment, generally by requiring 
individual school districts to have anti-bullying policies in 
place. Credit was given for laws which are enumerated, 
meaning they specifically list characteristics which 
are frequently the target of bullying and harassment, 
while providing anti-bullying protection for all students. 
Enumeration is especially important to protect lGbt 
students, as research has demonstrated that non-
enumerated policies are no more effective to protect 
vulnerable students than having no policy in place. 
State laws are only indicated by this item if they provide 
protection on based on both sexual orientation and 
gender identity. 

the second item indicates states with model policies, 
guidance documents generally created by the state 
department of Education, which include enumerated 
sexual orientation and gender identity. 

the “alternative discipline” item indicates state laws 
which specifically include language that supports 
alternative forms of discipline that focus on education, 
remediation, prevention, and providing support for the 
target of bullying  rather than exclusionary discipline, 
criminalization, or “zero tolerance” policies for bullying 
and harassment. 

finally, the “Cyberbullying” item indicates that the 
state’s anti-bullying law covers incidents of bullying 
and harassment that occur electronically, through 
the internet or another medium. States and individual 
school districts vary widely on the degree to which 
anti-cyberbullying enforcement extends beyond the 
walls of the school. this category does not assess these 
distinctions; simply whether the law addresses bullying 
and harassment through electronic means. 

schooL suicide prevention poLicies
this item indicates state laws that require public school 
districts to have policies that focus on suicide prevention 
and intervention.  

transgender incLusion in sports
this item indicates either legislation, regulations from 
the state department of Education, or authoritative 
guidance from the state organization that regulates 
intermural secondary school sports that allows 
transgender students reasonable access to participate 
in school sports.  

protection From conversion therapy
this item indicates laws designed to protect lGbt 
youth from conversion therapy through licensing 
restrictions which prevent licensed mental health service 
professionals from conducting conversion therapy on 
youth under age 18. 

youth-reLated  
lawS & pOlICIES

nevada
state highLight
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FLorida

The first sign of a post-marriage backlash in Florida arrived in February 
2015. A Republican state legislator proposed that anyone entering a 
public restroom or similar facility should be arrested if the room didn’t 
correspond with their sex at birth.  

moreover, a business would face potential  
lawsuits if its policies allowed employees or 
customers to use facilities that match the person’s 
gender identity.

the bill was clearly designed to make it impossible 
for transgender people to move about freely 
without risking jail for simply using the restroom. 
but the sponsor claimed he was only trying to 
keep male sexual predators disguised as women 
from entering women’s restrooms and locker 
rooms. He could not point to a single incident 
where that had occurred and ignored the fact that 
florida’s existing criminal statutes address any 
such crimes. nevertheless, this imaginary threat 
aroused support and anti-transgender sentiment 
across the state.

Only seven months prior to the introduction of 
this hateful bill, Equality florida had launched 
our transgender Inclusion project and hired the 
project’s director, Gina duncan. Her job, as she 
put it, was to “weave gender identity issues into 
everything we do.”

next, Equality florida approached an existing 
statewide transgender organization offering to 
provide infrastructure support that would allow the 
group to stabilize and grow. transaction florida 
was relaunched as a project of Equality florida 
with a statewide advisory board of 16 transgender 
leaders with diverse backgrounds from every 
corner of the state.  this network proved vital as 
the bill moved forward swiftly.

Equality florida’s lobby team worked legislative 
leaders, and our membership flooded the capitol 

with phone and email messages conveying the 
discriminatory and unintended legal consequences 
of the bill. Our transaction florida team recruited 
more than two dozen transgender men to testify 
at the bill’s second hearing. transgender women 
who had served in the military before identifying as 
trans also filled the audience. the testimony was 
powerful, raw and moving.

the bill passed the two early committees 
as expected, but the bill died without a third 
committee vote. transgender leaders not only 
proved instrumental in stopping the bill but may 
also have changed attitudes when it comes 
to gender identity being included in non-
discrimination laws.

the investment in amplifying transgender voices 
continues to be a priority as florida legislative 
leaders consider bills that will move our state 
forward toward statewide equal protection and 
those that drag us backward by undermining the 
state’s civil rights laws.

nadine smith 
Executive director, Equality florida
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Laws to address Lgbt youth 
homeLessness
this item indicates state laws that specifically address 
homelessness among lGbt youth by, for example, 
requiring that service providers for homeless youth 
have non-discrimination policies in place and adequate 
cultural competency training, enhancing data collection 
to understand disparities among this vulnerable 
population, and ensuring that homeless transgender 
youth are able to receive appropriate services based on 
their gender identity and expression. 

Lgbt incLusive seX educaton Laws
this item indicates state law or regulatory guidance 
which requires that any sexual health education provided 
to students is specifically inclusive of lGbt youth. 

Lgbt incLusive JuveniLe Justice poLicies 
this item indicates state laws, regulations, or policies 
designed to protect lGbt youth in juvenile justice 
settings from discrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation and gender identity. 

negative Laws  
& poLicies
inequaLity in age oF consent For same-
seX coupLes
this item indicates state laws that create different 
standards in the age of consent for same-sex and 
opposite-sex couples. many states have a so-called 
“Romeo and Juliette” exception to age of consent laws 
that prevents violation of these laws as long as the 
couple is within a particular age range, but for some 
states this exception only applies to opposite-sex 
couples.   

schooL Laws that criminaLize youth
this item refers to anti-bullying laws which either have 
mandatory, one-size-fits-all discipline or zero-tolerance 
policies, or laws which specifically criminalize either 
bullying or cyberbullying. the item does not apply to 
general laws which extend anti-harassment protections 
to an electronic medium unless they refer specifically to 
schools, bullying, or cyberbullying. 

anti-buLLying Laws that prohibit 
enumeration
this item indicates state anti-bullying laws that 
specifically prohibit school districts from listing 
characteristics that are frequently the target of bullying 
and harassment. this undermines the protection of the 
law for vulnerable populations such as lGbt youth. 

Laws that restrict incLusion oF Lgbt 
topics in schooLs
this item indicates state laws that prohibit educators 
from discussing lGbt topics in schools or that 
require that any discussion of lGbt topics in schools 
be presented in a negative way. while these laws 
generally pertain only to sexual health education, they 
are frequently interpreted in a broader way by school 
districts. In some states these laws are not operative, 
but because of the negative impact can have on lGbt 
youth even if they are not officially enforced, they are 
still noted as present. 

youth-reLated  
lawS & pOlICIES
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heaLth & saFety  
lawS & pOlICIES

Everyone should be able to access appropriate health care that is 
culturally competent and affirming, regardless of their sexual orientation 
or gender identity. Moreover, everyone should be able to access identity 
documents that reflect the way in which they live their lives.  

this category evaluates a range of measures relating to 
the health and safety of lGbt people, including access 
to health care, the ability to obtain appropriate identity 
documents, and the collection of health survey data 
of lGbt people. data collection pertaining to lGbt 
populations is especially important because, over time, 
it will allow us to assess and address health disparities 
among lGbt communities. 

with the implementation of the affordable Care act 
(aCa) and the rapidly evolving nature of health care, it 
is likely that measures relating to non-discrimination in 
health care and prohibitions on transgender health care 
exclusion will continue to grow. 

positive Laws  
& poLicies
Lgbt non-discrimination protections 
in aca eXchanges
this item indicates state laws or administrative policies 
that specifically prohibit discrimination on the basis 
of sexual orientation or gender identity by insurance 
providers and health care providers through state 
implementation of the aCa. while the aCa and federal 
regulations make clear that health care and insurance 
providers must not discriminate, enforcement is 
administered by the states, and so it is important that 
state laws and policies establishing Exchanges reflect 
federal non-discrimination mandates. 

States that do not operate their own Exchanges (and 
therefore have no relevant laws or policies) cannot 
receive credit for this item. 

ban on insurance eXcLusions For 
trans heaLth care
this item indicates state laws or administrative policies 
that prohibit private health insurance providers from 
issuing policies with explicit bans on transgender or 
transition-related health care. 

transgender heaLthcare incLusion in 
state medicaid
this item indicates state laws or agency rules that 
specifically allow for transition-related coverage for 
transgender people through state medicaid. 

transgender incLusive heaLth beneFits 
For state empLoyees
this item indicates state laws, administrative policies, 
or court decisions which provide transgender state 
employees access to transgender and transition-related 
health care through their employment health benefits. 

name and gender change on 
identiFication documents
these items indicate state laws or administrative policies 
that allow transgender people to change their gender 
markers on their driver’s licenses or birth certificates 
with a minimum of difficulty. Generally, this means that 
these laws or policies will create a clear process and not 
have specific surgery requirements in order to change 
one’s gender marker. 

while there are sometimes court decisions that allow 
transgender people to amend their identity documents 
even in states without explicit rules, these items will 
consider only statewide laws or policies. 
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heaLth data coLLection
this item indicates the presence of sexual orientation 
or gender identity-related survey questions on national 
health data collections that are administered by the 
state. the Centers for disease Control and prevention 
(CdC) conducts two federal health data surveys in 
the majority of states, the behavioral Risk factor 
Surveillance System (bRfSS) among adults and the 
youth Risk behavior Surveillance System (yRbSS) 
among secondary-school aged youth. Only lGbt-related 
optional questions adopted by the CdC are counted for 
this measure. 

while there are many other forms of both state and 
federal data collection, this measure looks at only these 
two specific surveys, as they are prominent health 
surveys and they include optional questions pertaining to 
lGbt populations. note that not every state administers 
the yRbSS, and states that do not are indicated with  
an “n/a.” 

gender neutraL singLe occupancy 
restrooms
this item indicates state laws or agency guidance 
requiring single occupancy restrooms (that is restrooms 
meant to accommodate only one person at a time) to be 
gender neutral. 

negative Laws  
& poLicies
sodomy Laws
this item indicates state laws that purport to criminalize 
sodomy, regardless of whether they are enforced. note 
that these laws are not enforceable due to the Supreme 
Court’s Lawrence v. Texas decision, but they still need to 
be officially repealed by the state legislature.  

hiv criminaLization Laws
this item indicates state laws that criminalize behaviors 
of HIv+ people that carry a low or negligible risk of  
HIv transmission. States that criminalize behaviors that 
carry a higher risk of transmission will not be noted  
by this measure.

Laws prohibiting transgender 
peopLe From receiving appropriate 
identiFication
this item indicates states laws, administrative policies, 
or court decisions preventing transgender people from 
amending the gender markers on their driver’s licenses 
or birth certificates under any circumstances. 

transgender eXceptions in state 
medicaid coverage
this item indicates state laws or administrative policies 
that explicitly prohibit medicaid coverage for transition-
related care for transgender people. 
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impLementation and 
Lived eXperience
the SEI is as assessment of the statewide laws and 
policies which affect lGbt equality in each state and 
the district of Columbia. It is a roadmap for the types of 
state laws and policies that advocates can work toward 
to make positive change and a marker by which we can 
measure the steady passage of statewide laws and 
policies affecting lGbt equality. 

However, the SEI does not rank states in terms of lGbt 
equality, nor is it an assessment of the friendliest states 
for lGbt people to live in. 

moreover, the SEI is not able to measure the 
implementation of laws, policies, or court cases that 
affect lGbt equality, which can have a very real impact 
on the day-to-day lived experiences of lGbt people.  

while the SEI looks at the presence or absence of 
statewide laws and policies, it is impossible to determine 
the extent to which those laws are actively enforced or 
whether relevant training occurs. In fact, enforcement 
may vary considerably between states and municipalities 
within in a state. many municipalities will have laws 
and policies that go beyond the basic requirements of 
statewide law, creating additional protections in areas 
such as non-discrimination or safe schools. 

finally, the SEI is not an evaluation of statewide 
advocacy efforts. we recognize that advocacy for 
statewide laws and policies concerning lGbt equality 
will vary drastically in different regions, based on state 
politics, historical context, state legislative issues, and 
countless other factors. for example, in some regions, 
it may be a major victory for advocates to kill negative 
legislation, while in other states, such legislation has 
no real chance of passing. the SEI strives to present a 
balanced view of the types of advocacy that occurs in 
different states around the country, as well as a factual 
record of the presence of statewide laws and policies 
that positively or negatively affect lGbt equality.  

scorecard |  aCknOwlEdGInG COntE x t

research process 
the SEI scorecards are meant to assess the presence of 
statewide laws, policies, and court decisions that affect 
lGbt equality, either positively or negatively. Research 
for this project was conducted by the SEI team -- a 
group of lawyers and law fellows -- based on the 
criteria for each law and policy item, and compiled into 
a sample scorecard for each state. the data was drawn 
from publically available sources. the draft scorecards 
were provided to members of the Equality federation, 
and these organizations were offered an opportunity to 
review the scorecards, ask any questions, give input, and 
provide additional sources for the SEI team to consider. 

a number of substantial legal changes took place during 
the period of SEI research.  the SEI team engaged a 
number of law firms and individuals with legal expertise 
in these various areas to do a second review of each of 
the relevant scorecard items. these assessments were 
considered by the SEI team, and a final scorecard for 
each state was developed. 

for each of the category descriptions, the SEI team 
made determinations on whether laws, administrative 
policies, or court decisions would qualify for each state 
law and policy item based on the nature of the item, 
typical statewide laws and policies concerning that item, 
and our determination about best practices for that item. 

laws refer to statewide statutes, either passed through 
the state’s legislative process or through referendum. 
administrative regulations and policies refer to agency 
guidance or documented policies from a state executive 
agency that has a legal effect (i.e., the policy is not 
merely aspirational – it is enforceable). the nature of 
these agency regulations and policies can vary widely 
based on the nature of the category, the state agency, 
and the administrative process in that state. Court 
decisions refer to final rulings by a relevant state or 
federal court with a statewide jurisdiction and for which 
the decision is in effect. 

importance oF 
municipaL advocacy
while the SEI examines statewide laws and policies 
that affect lGbt equality, it is important to recognize 
the substantial and growing role that municipal law has 
on lGbt equality across the country. In many states 
with a more difficult political climate for lGbt equality, 
advocates may focus on municipal protections rather 
than statewide law and policy for strategic reasons. 
passage of municipal protections can serve to protect a 
large population of lGbt people immediately, whereas 
passage of statewide protections may not be feasible 
for years, if at all. also, passage of municipal protections 
can facilitate passage of statewide laws and policies in 
several ways. for example, it can show that the potential 
negative outcomes opponents use to block protections 
for lGbt people are demonstrably false, empower local 
advocates to become more involved, and help convince 
lawmakers that protections in their districts should be 
passed at the state level. 

for a nationwide evaluation of municipal law affecting 
lGbt equality, please see the 2015 municipal Equality 
Index, available at hrc.org/mei.  

aCknOwlEdGInG  
conteXt
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moreover, the SeI is not able to measure the 
implementation of laws, policies, or court 
cases that affect lGBt equality, which can 
have a very real impact on the day-to-day 
lived experiences of lGBt people.  
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youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

scorecard |  nat IOnal

 Statewide law or policy present

  Statewide law or policy for both 
sexual orientation and gender 
identity

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only
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 State totalS Scorecard
nationaL overview

The numbers in each box correspond with the number of laws or 
policies among the 50 states, including the District of Columbia, 
protecting or harming lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender people.
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 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity
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high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

alabama
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 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity
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high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

alaSka
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 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity
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high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

arizona
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 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity
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high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid
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worKing toward innovative equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity
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youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

california



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   5554  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
worKing toward innovative equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

colorado

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   5756  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
worKing toward innovative equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

connecticut



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   5958  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
buiLding equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

delaware



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   6160  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
worKing toward innovative equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

diStrict of columbia



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   6362  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

florida



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   6564  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GeorGia



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   6766  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
buiLding equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hawaii



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   6968  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

idaHo



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   7170  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
worKing toward innovative equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

illinoiS



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   7372  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

indiana



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   7574  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
soLidiFying equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

iowa



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   7776  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

kanSaS



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   7978  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

kentucky



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   8180  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

louiSiana



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   8382  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
soLidiFying equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

maine



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   8584  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
buiLding equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

maryland



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   8786  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
soLidiFying equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

maSSacHuSettS



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   8988  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

micHiGan



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   9190  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
buiLding equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

minneSota



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   9392  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

miSSiSSippi



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   9594  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

miSSouri



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   9796  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

montana



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   9998  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nebraSka



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   101100  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
buiLding equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nevada



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   103102  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
buiLding equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

new HampSHire



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   105104  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
soLidiFying equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

new jerSey



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   107106  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
buiLding equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

new mexico



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   109108  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
soLidiFying equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

new york



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   111110  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nortH carolina



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   113112  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nortH dakota



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   115114  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

oHio



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   117116  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

oklaHoma



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   119118  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
worKing toward innovative equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

oreGon



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   121120  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

pennSylvania



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   123122  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
buiLding equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

rHode iSland



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   125124  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SoutH carolina



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   127126  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SoutH dakota



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   129128  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tenneSSee



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   131130  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

texaS



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   133132  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
buiLding equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

utaH



scorecard |  StatE

HRC.ORG/SEI   |   135134  |   HRC.ORG/SEI

 
soLidiFying equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid
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 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid
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worKing toward innovative equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced
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 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

 
high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid
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buiLding equaLity

 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity

foR moRe InfoRmatIon aBoUt CRIteRIa oR tHe SeI SCoRInG SYStem, pleaSe RefeR to page 31 oR vISIt  
hrc.org/sei. foR feeDBaCk ReGaRDInG a paRtICUlaR State’S SCoReCaRD, pleaSe emaIl sei@hrc.org.

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid
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 no statewide law or policy

 Statewide law or policy present

 not applicable

  Statewide law or policy for 
sexual orientation only

  Statewide law or policy for 
gender identity only

  no statewide law or policy for  
sexual orientation or gender identity

  Statewide law or policy for both sexual 
orientation and gender identity
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high priority to achieve basic equaLity

non-discrimination Laws

employment

Housing

public accommodations

education

adoption

foster Care

Insurance

Credit

Jury Selection

non-Discrimination policy for State employees

State Religious freedom Restoration acts

Restrictions on municipal protections

Religious exemptions for professional  
training/practice

parenting Laws

Joint adoption

Second parent adoption

Stepparent adoption

Surrogacy laws

foster Care non-Discrimination

foster parent training Required

parental presumption for Same-Sex Couples

Consent to Inseminate

De facto parent Recognition

Refusal to Recognize Same-Sex marriage  
for parentage

prohibition of Surrogacy

laws permitting Discrimination in  
adoption/foster placement

hate crime Laws

lGBt protections

Required Reporting

good biLLs introduced

annuaL progress

good Laws passed 
(cumuLative)

bad biLLs introduced

youth Laws

anti-Bullying laws

•  Enumerated Categories in Law

•  Enumerated Model Policy

•  Alternative Discipline

•  Cyberbullying

School Suicide prevention policies Required

transgender Inclusion in Sports

protection from Conversion therapy

laws to address lGBt Youth Homelessness

lGBt Inclusive Sex education laws

lGBt Inclusive Juvenile Justice policies

Inequality in age of Consent for  
Same-Sex Couples

School laws that Criminalize Youth

laws that prohibit enumeration in  
anti-Bullying policies

laws that Restrict Inclusion of  
lGBt topics in Schools

heaLth & saFety

lGBt non-Discrimination protections in  
aCa exchanges

Ban on Insurance exclusions for  
trans Health Care

transgender Healthcare Inclusion  
in State medicaid

trans Inclusive Health Benefits for  
State employees

Gender marker Change on  
Identification Documents

•  Driver's Licenses

•  Birth Certificates

Health Data Collection

•  BRFSS

•  YRBS

Gender neutral Single occupancy Restrooms

Sodomy laws

HIv/aIDS Criminalization laws

laws prohibiting transgender people from  
Receiving appropriate ID

transgender exclusions in State medicaid
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